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The Octonauts The Frown Fish
When the Octonauts, a team of eight animals that explores the ocean, help a lonely monster, everyone learns the value
of friendship and individuality.
OH NO!!! You found The Worst Book in the Whole Entire World! Well, since you're already here I may as well tell you
about it... Poor Nameless tries to explain to the reader why this book is simply the WORST book in the whole entire
world. Will he succeed in his noble quest? Is he the reason this book is the worst?? Will it have a happy ending or the
worst ending ever??? The Worst Book in the Whole Entire World is a humorous and witty tale for young and seasoned
readers. Whatever you do though, don't read it out loud! You may catch wind of these words: toot, stinky, booger, and
booty. You've been warned, but you'll still want to see what happens next!
Introduces the Octonauts crew, with a sound button incorporated into the back page.
GREAT COLORING BOOK FOR KIDS About the book: Coloring pages are suitable for beginning as well as more
advanced colorists. A great way to relax, unwind, and let your creativity flow! large and nice pages 8.5x11 size. singlesided pages
The Octonautsfollows a team of adventure heroes who dive right into action whenever there is trouble under the sea. In a
fleet of amazing aquatic vehicles, the Octonauts explore incredible new underwater worlds, rescue wonderful sea
creatures, and often save the day before returning safely home to the Octopod. Under the leadership of Captain
Barnacles Bear, closely flanked by Lieutenant Kwazii Cat and Medic Peso Penguin, the Octonauts are always ready to
embark on an exciting new mission! The Octonauts and the Giant Squid When a huge sea monster attacks the GUP-A,
Professor Inkling wades in. He thinks the monster is his long-lost cousin Irving crying out for help! Now it's all hands on
deck in the hunt for the super-sized giant squid. Octonauts, let's do this!
Ten astronauts. An imposter determined to kill them all. Welcome to the deadliest spaceship of all time. The intrigue of
everyone’s favorite video game comes to life in this unofficial Among Us adventure. V is a young astronaut ready for any
challenge that comes his way. His next assignment: locate and repair the Skeld, a well-known international spaceship
that has been navigating on pilot mode for years. Ten astronauts from around the world are tasked with this crucial
mission. They must check wiring systems, align telescopes, clean vents . . . and survive. To the crew’s horror, one of the
astronauts is killed in the reactor room—another one is found dead in the cafeteria. There’s an imposter in their midst!
Will they be able to identify the culprit before it’s too late?
An 8x8 storybook based on the deep-sea adventures of the Octonauts! As they travel through deep, dark waters, the
Octonauts find themselves in a battle with a colossal squid! The squid is determined to win against the Octopod—can the
crew keep hold of their ship in this tough round of tentacle wrestling?
Perfect for fans of Battle Bunny and Z Is for Moose, this irresistible book within a book introduces us to Blobfish, known as the
“ugliest fish in the sea”...or is he actually the fish who will steal our hearts? Did you know that the deepest parts of the ocean are
over one mile deep—too far down for any sunlight to reach? That’s where Blobfish lives. But this book isn’t about Blobfish...or is
it? This true (clever) story about the (misunderstood) Blobfish is sure to make you smile. Full of fun facts about sea creatures in
the deepest reaches of the ocean, this book is perfect for any science lover. From Jessica Olien, the author/illustrator of Shark
Detective.
When the Octonauts, a team of eight animals who explore the ocean, discover a bleached and abandoned coral reef, they learn
about the important relationships among animals, plants, and their habitats.
Hello Kitty meets Star Trek under the sea! Dive in for adventure in this classic story featuring global sensations, The Octonauts!
The classic Octonauts picture books inspired the phenomenally successful animated TV series, broadcast around the world.
The Octonauts are planning to spend Christmas with Professor Inkling at his childhood home, an undersea mountain. But when
they arrive the Octonauts discover that a rockslide has endangered the lives of the local creatures - including a rare species of
golden coral, and Inkling's little octopus nephew, Squirt! With the help of Tweak's latest invention, the amazing Gup X, the
Octonauts must rescue all the creatures and save Christmas. Octonauts, let's do this!
Before Kwazii joined the Octonauts, he was a daredevil pirate with tall tales of adventure and peril! Sailing the seven seas, Kwazii
has collected many a pirate tale, and he's passing on these pirate legends to you in this swashbuckling storybook.
The Octonauts are always ready to embark on an exciting new mission! Explore, Rescue and Protect!
Calling all Octonauts - Captain Barnacles needs you to help steer the Octopod on a brand new voyage! Step aboard and get ready
to explore the most amazing vessel in the sea. With tabs to pull and wheels to turn, this great interactive novelty book is a must for
all Octonauts fans!
Under the leadership of Captain Barnacles Bear, closely flanked by Lieutenant Kwazii Cat and Medic Peso Penguin, the Octonauts are
always ready to embark on an exciting new mission! When a dangerous underwater volcano threatens to erupt, the Octonauts must evacuate
all the sea creatures nearby. But there is one creature that won't budge - a slow-moving, gelatinous Blobfish. Can Captain Barnacles, Kwazii
and Peso get the Blobfish to safety before the volcano blows its top? Octonauts, let's do this!
Calling all Octonauts! Are you ready for an ocean adventure? Join your favourite crew as they explore the wonders of the ocean, from rock
pools to the coral reef to the deep, dark midnight zone. There are lots of creatures to spot in each fascinating picture. Don't forget to search
and find Captain Barnacles, Kwazii, Peso, Shellington, Professor Inkling, Tweak, Dashi and Tunip! Octonauts, let's do this!
Hello Kitty meets Star Trek under the sea! Dive in for adventure with these cute new picture book characters.
This preschool sticker workbook for ages 3-5 is a playful, interactive way to learn about colors and shapes. It includes 225+ full-color stickers
that are used to complete Hidden Pictures puzzles and other activities. Highlights knows that the best way to inspire kids to learn about colors
and shapes is to make learning fun--and what's more fun than stickers? Kids will love practicing their colors and shapes in this book with 6
pages of full-color stickers and 64 pages of fun activities. Our award-winning content is teacher-approved. Its combination of geometric
shape- and color-identification, writing skills, puzzles, humor, and playful art will excite learners and help with school readiness and success.
When the Octonauts, a team of eight animal underwater explorers, meet a frowning fish, they try their best to make it smile.
Readers learn about strange and unique fish.
Under the leadership of Captain Barnacles Bear, closely flanked by Lieutenant Kwazii Cat and Medic Peso Penguin, the Octonauts are
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always ready to embark on an exciting new mission! Get ready to race into another underwater adventure with Kwazii and the Gup-B, the
fastest sub in the sea!

Explore, rescue, and protect with Barnacles, Kwazii, Peso, and the rest of the Octonauts crew in this exciting, underwater sticker
activity book. Featuring three exciting adventure stories, this must-have book for Octonauts fans features over 100 colorful
stickers.
Meet the Octonauts and be one with them in rescuing marine creatures! This is a delightful coloring book that is as rich in lessons
as it is in spaces for colors. Coloring is a relaxing experience that stimulates your child's creativity and imagination. It is also a
great tool to teach your child positive self-expression and to care for the oceans too!
An important object has gone missing from the ship, and the Octonauts are determined to find the thief! Tension builds as more
and more pieces of Octokit go missing, but still the crew can’t find the culprit. . . .
Under the leadership of Captain Barnacles Bear, closely flanked by Lieutenant Kwazii Cat and Medic Peso Penguin, the
Octonauts are always ready to embark on an exciting new mission! When a huge Orca whale becomes stranded on a beach,
Captain Barnacles and the Octonauts devise a plan to pull him back into the water, with some help from a group of tunnelling
fiddler crabs.
An exciting adventure featuring the global sensations, The Octonauts, by Meomi. The ultimate book for Octonauts-crazy children!
The Octonauts follows a team of adventure heroes who dive right into action whenever there is trouble under the sea. In a fleet of
amazing aquatic vehicles, the Octonauts explore incredible new underwater worlds, rescue wonderful sea creatures, and often
save the day before returning safely home to the Octopod. Under the leadership of Captain Barnacles Bear, closely flanked by
Lieutenant Kwazii Cat and Medic Peso Penguin, the Octonauts are always ready to embark on an exciting new mission! The
Octonauts and the Electric Torpedo Rays The crew are travelling to meet Tweak's old pal Sandy when disaster strikes - the
Octopod gets a power failure! Only a very special type of sea creature can put the spark back into Tweak's mission. Octonauts,
let's do this!
The Octonauts have roamed the seven seas meeting the most extraordinary creatures! Did you know that humpback whales can
sing for up to 24 hours? Or that cuttlefish can change colours but are colour-blind? In the Octonaut's Creature Report, learn all
about angler fish to orcas in this exciting new sticker book! Use the over 150 stickers included to complete each report compiled by
Captain Barnacles, Peso, Kwazii and all the Octonauts! Perfect for your little Jacques Cousteau or mini David Attenborough at
home.
When a cheeky trio of marine iguans munch through the cre's seaweed supplies, Barnacles sounds the Octoalert. The culprits must be
caught before the Octonauts' annual Seaweed Feast!
When the shadows in the ocean go missing, the Octonauts, a team of eight animal underwater explorers, must travel to the Sea of Shade to
find them.
Under the leadership of Captain Barnacles Bear, closely flanked by Lieutenant Kwazii Cat and Medic Peso Penguin, the Octonauts are
always ready to embark on an exciting new mission! When Peso gets trapped in an ocean trench in the Gup-E he is surprised by a strange
looking creature with a see through head! This odd deep sea fish turns out to be a Spookfish called Boo, and his special ability to see
vertically comes in very handy when the Octonauts try to winch the Gup-E back up the narrow ocean trench. Octonauts, let's do this!
The Octonauts are in Antarctica - the coldest place on Earth - and the Adelie penguin chicks have just hatched. While the Adelie penguin
parents go hunting for food, Captain Barnacles, Kwazii and Peso are babysitting the chicks. With icebergs moving, strong storms blowing and
a little penguin with a pirate heart that wants to help hunt, this is no ordinary Octonaut mission.
Puffer loves to tell tall tales. He has even been known to cry "shark" to get himself out of a bind. But what happens when there really is a
shark lurking near the coral reef? Will Puffer's friends believe him or will his tall tales put them all in danger?
The Octonauts are out on the reef when a scary whitetip shark attacks the GUP-A! A tiny pilot fish offers to lend a fin, giving Barnacles a
brilliant idea. Pilot fish get their food by eating gunk off of things. Whitetip shark offer pilot fish protection in return for cleaning their teeth.
Maybe what this whitetip shark needs is a friend. Octonauts, let's do this!
Dashi sends an urgent S.O.S to the Octopod when the underwater cave she is exploring turns out to be the inside of a whale shark! Can
Banarcles, Peso and KAwazii rescue her without getting swallowed up themselves?
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